Free 5-Day Workshop:
Day 2

How to Create More Sales in Your
Online Business in 30-60-90 Days,
without ads &
using what you already have,
even if you’re just starting out
with Alicia Forest MBA
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5 Easy Autopilot Techniques
1. Insert into PS in solo emails
Example: P.S. If you're ready for the next step, here are three ways I can help...
1. Follow me and let me know where you're stuck right now – Click Here
2. Grab a copy of my book, "6 Simple Steps to 6 Figures" to start working on your plan
to create a profitable online business - Click Here
3. Come work with me and join our Lively Biz community - Click here to message me or
Click here to see coaching options
Create a solo email template with this as the PS
2. Insert into social posts
For every 3-4 non-marketing posts you share, do 1 ask post. Use a scheduler to put it on
autopilot.
3. Create solo page for IG
https://aliciaforest.com/ig/
Put your offers (free and paid) on this page and make it the LINK IN BIO
4. Insert into podcast
Pre-record and insert your offer after your first segment, and/or at the end.
5. Create a Resources page with affiliate links and insert into regular marketing
cycle
Pick one item and send an email or post about it and why you love it to a link to your
page.
http://www.aliciarecommends.com/
https://aliciaforest.com/recommended-resources/
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3 Organic Marketing Strategies
1. Create multiple lead magnets to grow your list
Your LMs
OPA’s

2. Create visual content and post consistently
Facebook and Instagram Live
Facebook Stories and Instagram Reels
Images
Videos
Memes
Infographics
Screenshots
GIFs
Quotes

3. Join Online Communities
Choose 3-5 groups made up of your ideal clients and participate in conversation
- support don't sell
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